Abstract: A fuzzy model for failure rate with the consideration of the effects of uncertain factors in distribution reliability evaluation is presented. The possibility and credibility distribution analyzed on the basis of sample datum are used for quantifying effects of the uncertainty done to failure rate.
INTRODUCTION
Prediction of reliability is extremely important for the distribution network and it is considered as a property of performance evaluation in distribution network [1] - [2] . It is very important to make a proper invest for power enterprise, which aims to gain a better profit. The equipment failure rate is the basis for the reliability prediction. Meanwhile the accuracy of equipment failure rate is closely bound up with the result of reliability prediction [3] .
There are many different fields like water supply system and computer system focus that the importance of failure rate of equipment should be modeled more accurate. That means we need to consider the uncertainty of it whatever methods we have used such as artificial neural networks [4] , application of Poisson distribution in generalized linear failure rate [5] or SER in computer system [6] . The distribution network like the water-pipe system [7] , however, the parameters of equipment operating in distribution network have uncertainty which make specific influence on equipment failure rate because of the changing of operation situation and/or environment [8] .Unfortunately, most of these studies adopt the average failure rate model to evaluate the reliability of distribution system [9] - [13] . Manifestly, this kind of method neglects the effect of uncertainty to failure rate which may cause large error in the evaluation. More recently, some research scholars proposed some new methods to take the effect of uncertainty into account, such as interval mathematics, Dempster-Shafer(D-S) theory [14] - [18] . However there are still some aspects which need to be improved and completed.
1) The failure rate with the uncertainty is treated as interval value without considering the difference between the equipment's in different operation situation and environment;
2) The effects of uncertain factors, operation situation and environment, are not quantified in appropriate either.
As for the uncertainty substantially affect equipment failure rate, which means it also affects the result of reliability prediction, it is important to determine how uncertain the failure rate are if the parameters of equipment, such as operating voltage, frequency and load rate, can be assessed roughly [19] .the fuzzy algebra is applied to process the uncertainty factors in distribution network operation and quantify their influence to failure rate. A simple fuzzy-algebra method to model the equipment failure rate is presented, which is that the failure rate is treated as a fuzzy variable with the parameters of equipment, sufficiently, representing the historical data of equipment in distribution network [20] . The uncertainty of failure rate is measured in an interval, weighting by the possibility and credibility distribution. Then expectation values of credibility distribution are applied to judge the credibility of equipment failure rate in fuzzy algebra [21] - [22] . Subsequently, the number of equipment is quite enormous, so the fuzzy clustering analysis is put forward to equipment reduce the calculation quantity.
II. Equipment Failure Rate Model

A. description of Fuzzy algebra
As the core concept of fuzzy algebra, the function of membership grade can be used to weigh the uncertainty relation, which, more objectively, shows the effect between the fuzzy variables. It stands to reason that the failure rate  is treated as a fuzzy variable based on the concept mentioned above.
It is assumed that  is a non-null space of  and   ,  is the set which consist of the subset of  ,
 
 is function between  and  ( t   ).The fuzzy description of failure rate  is given as:
The possibility   
Generally, to each equipment, an interval value of  is attached with lower bound min  and upper 
B. Distribution model of possibility
Apparently, equipment relevant sample datum must be gathered in order to model the failure rate of equipment with uncertainty, which should be made of their historical datum. The datum of sample i needed to be collected are shown as
Where i  is the data unit of sample i .
 are respectively failure rate, operating voltage, load rate, frequency, service time and air temperature of sample i .Particularly some distinctive datum must be collected besides the basal ones, such as oil temperature of distribution transformer, which is more coincident with the equipment factual situation in distribution network.
On the basis of the sample datum, the interval value   
Where n is the amount of sample equipment. Subsequently the possibility distribution of  could be obtained through the fuzzy statistical analysis. According to the procedure mentioned above, the possibility distribution models of different equipments are analyzed, which include distribution transformer, breaker, disconnector and overhead line. As for the sample curves, the possibility distribution of these equipments are modeled with the classic model and precise model based on equation (6), as depicted in figure.2 to figure.5.The parameters of these model for the possibility distribution are shown in Table.1 and Table. 
Where symbol sup On the basis of former equations (3) and (7), the credibility distribution can be determined as below. 
Therefore, the credibility distribution of triangular trapezoid and precise models can be shown as (9) and (10) on the basis of (4) 
Corresponding to the possibility distribution of these equipments, model-fittings of the classic and precise models are shown in figure.6 to figure.9. 
Where the second term can be deduced from equation (7) and (8), with the possibility and credibility distribution models relation which describe uncertainty characters in distribution network.
III. Fuzzy Clustering Analysis of Equipment
As it can be noticed, a pivotal problem may be existed when the model above is applied in a complex distribution network, which would come into being overload calculated quantities because of the number magnitude of equipment, inevitably.
To solve this problem a fuzzy classified method is presented, named as fuzzy clustering analysis, in which the equipments could be classified according to their operating datum, such as operating voltage and load rate. This analytical method can be split into two parts: the standard model library and classification of equipment.
A. Standard Model Library
Firstly, it is presumed that original matrix (12) Secondly, the data matrix have to be standardized using the standard deviation method and named as standardized data matrix, 
Thenceforward, fuzzy equivalent matrix * R may be determined by inner product of R itself, which is commonly known as transitive closure mathematically. The formulation can be shown as
When the relation of
can be fulfilled, fuzzy equivalent matrix equivalent to inner product.
Ultimately, the n samples can be classified dynamically. If 
B. Classification of Equipment
The similar comparison method is applied to classify the undetermined equipment i with uncertainty by calculating the close degree 
IV.
Computational Algorithm
The calculation procedure of failure rate is adopted as shown in fig.10 An example distribution system of IEEE DRTS [5] is shown in Fig.11 , which contains 7 feeders, 38 load points, 29 distribution transformers, 13 breakers, 45 disconnentors and 67 overhead lines, where all the equipments are assumed to be same type. D43   D44   D42   D40   D39   D38   D37   T8   T9   T10   T11   T12   T14   T13   T20   T22   T21   T17   T16  T19   T18   T15   T29   T23   T28  T27   T25   T26   T24 T3 Fig. 11 Example of a distribution system
B. Calculation Procedure Of Failure Rate In Example System
As shown in Fig. 11 Example of a distribution system, the equipment failure rate in example distribution system can be calculated with the model presented primarily. Although the failure rate of different equipments has been modeled respectively, the calculation procedures of different equipments are the same. With the Consideration of the repeatability of calculating procedure, hence, the calculation procedure of distribution transformer is illustrated as an example in detail.
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According to physical circumstance of sample transformers, the threshold is set as 0.8 in standard model library. Therefore the distribution transformer can be classified in five classes and the failure rate can be respectively calculated applying the classic and precise models in (11) with the matched interval value, as shown in Table. 3.
Here the parameters of some undetermined transformers are shown in Table. 4. It is worthwhile to note that the character parameter of transformers is adopted, like the temperature of Operating oil, unless the basic parameters.
Therefore the close degree of undetermined transformers can be calculated in (16) . As shown in Fig.12 , since T1 is much more similar with class IV in the close degree set, so it belongs to class IV. Likewise, T10, T16, T24and T29 belong to class III、II、V and IV in sequence. The undetermined equipment in example system can be classified in the same calculation procedure, as shown in Figure. 13 to Figure. 
C. Comparative Analysis Of example distribution system Reliability
The reliability of example distribution system can be analyzed on the basis of the failure rates of equipments which have been determined above. At the same time, a contrast may be made among the system reliabilities with different failure rate models. The method of reliability calculation adopts the FMEA and the other reliability parameters used in example system can be referred to table.5. As it can be seen in Fig.17 , these differences of SAIFIs with three models are emerged.
Especially for F2, F5, F6, the reason for these differences is that the load point in these feeders are industrial load which means their average load twice or triple to resident load and normally it would make the load rate of equipment in these feeders exceed other feeders', relatively whose operating situation tends to be worse to affects the failure rate.
It is clear that The SAIDIs and CAIDIs in Fig.18-19 are nearly the same, but still there is tiny difference because of the definition of their formulas and the difference of failure rate. From Besides, as it shown in Fig.17-20 , the effect of classic and precise models made can be close to each other. Although the precise model gets the best accuracy, the classic can unite the accuracy and calculated quantity together which would produce a definite error that can be endured with. The system reliability indices with the three models mentioned are shown in Table. 10 and it proves the argument that the system reliability evaluation with average model couldn't reflect the real operating situation in the distribution system with the deviation of system reliability indices between them.
In addition, the classic and precise models taking the uncertainty for failure rate into account make the results of the system reliability indices closer to real situation, since the accuracy of equipment failure rate can guarantee that the system reliability can be calculated veritably.
Therefore, the uncertainty of failure rate should be considered when evaluating the system reliability and the classic model may be the better choice because of the accuracy and calculating efficiency. 
VI. Conclusions
A novel model of the equipment failure rate for incorporating and weigh the effects of uncertainty factors in distribution network is proposed. On the basis of historical datum gathered, two approaches which mean to be classic and precise methods are introduced to model the possibility and credibility distributions of equipment that should be deemed to the kernel to weigh the uncertainty. Moreover, for the purpose decreasing the calculating amount, the fuzzy clustering analysis is presented. The application of the proposed model to example system has shown the system reliability level is closer to the real situation of distribution system. From the accuracy and calculating efficiency, as it can be known, the classic model is more recommended.
